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Exoplanetary Science at UNSW
• Doppler	  “Wobble”	  Planet	  Searches
–Anglo-‐Australian	  Planet	  Search,	  Pan-‐Pacific	  Planet	  Search,	  Habitable-‐zone	  M-‐
dwarf	  Planet	  Search	  +	  Kepler	  K2	  Host-‐star	  CharaterisaEon

• Transit	  Planet	  Follow-‐up
–ConfirmaEon	  for	  HATSouth,	  KELT,	  AST3,	  CSTAR
–Spin-‐Orbit	  Alignment	  by	  Rossiter-‐McLaughlin	  Doppler	  Anomaly
–Secondary	  Transit	  DetecEon	  in	  the	  infrared

• Y-‐type	  300K	  brown	  dwarfs	  from	  NASA	  WISE.	  Dust	  and	  Debris	  disks	  
with	  ESA	  Herschel.	  Direct	  Imaging	  with	  Gemini	  NICI,	  GPI,	  VLT	  Sphere
• New	  FaciliEes	  :	  Veloce	  and	  FunnelWeb



AST3

• 0.5m robotic telescope

• Optical CCD detector at 1”/pixel with 1.5˚ × 2.9˚ field

• This is not a unique capability. 

• Its advantage for new science comes from its site.



Antarctic Advantages

• Continuous diurnal coverage for 1-3 months

• Continuous diurnal availability for 𝝳 < –30 (i.e. fast overrides)

• Low water vapour and low infrared background 

• Images ~0.25” in some periods when boundary layer drops.

• Low scintillation & stable (i.e. absent) water vapour > high 
precision photometry
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Exoplanet Science

• “In principle” Dome A should be one of the best places in the 
world to do exoplanetary transit detection because.

• No diurnal window function - potential to find very short 
(P<1d) and long (P>4d) planets.

• Photometric “state of the art” from ground is ~1 mmag, and 
is limited by the atmosphere. 

• Low scintillation, low water vapour absorption and excellent 
seeing should mean better photometry at Dome A than the 
state of the art at temperate sites.



Why is precision important?

• Fractional flux for transit dips

1% = 10mmag ➙ Jupiter (11REarth), 
0.5% = 5mmag ➙ Neptune (4REarth), 
0.1% = 1mmag ➙ Super-Earth (2REarth) 

• AST3 can do ground-breaking science,
if the detector is stable enough to do 
better than 1mmag precision.



“If you cheat on the calibration you get all the trouble you 
deserve.”

Jeremy Mould (circa 1990)



“If you cheat on the commissioning you get all the trouble 
you deserve.”

Chris Tinney (circa 2000)



Exoplanet Science with AST3

• Is hard ! Much harder than SNe, variable stars, or EBs

• You need a stable, calibrated and quantified detector system - 
i.e. you must know 

• gain, linearity, cross-talk, CTE, dark current, etc as a fn of 
the detector’s temperature (because it is not stable, or at 
least not necessarily at the temp you did a single test at)

• And know this before you ship.

• These things are all infinitely harder with an infrared system!



Why do you need all this?
• BPST = CSTAR-II tests during Northern Winter at 

• Data binned to 2 min (blue)

• Decorrelated against airmass
sky, zero-point (green)

• Aperture mag uncertainty as
fn of brightness (red)

• This system has so much “red noise”
it can’t reach photon-counting limit
even for bright targets.

  

Recent Photometric precision of BPST
● binning to  2 minutes 
● decorrelated with
➢ airmass,
➢ sky brightness,
➢ image coordiantes,
➢ zero-point magnitude
➢ highly-correlated light-

curve sets

● Faint stars reach photon 
limit.

● Bright stars are suffering 
serious red noise

Possible sources:
➢ Weather condition
➢ Lack of temperature 

control
➢ Bad flat-field



  

Results from BPST

● Interesting Variables 

Very short period and amplitude, starspot?

Variable stars



  

● Binaries & planet candidatesBinaries. Planets?



What we can do for you ...
• Ground-based transit searches rely on follow-up observations 

to confirm candidates.  

• “Chaff” outnumbers “seeds” by much more than 10:1.

• Transit Recovery: 1-2m telescope to recover transit at higher 
S/N.

• Low-res spectra :  ANU 2.3m+WiFeS to reject giants, 
obvious SB2s and >10km/s velocity variation.

• High-res spectra (one-shot) :  AAT+CYCLOPS2+UCLES to 
reject more SB2s, rapid rotators

• High-res spectra (4-to-6-shots) :  AAT+CYCLOPS2+UCLES 



What we can do for you … now
• We have been doing similar work for some time now with 

targets from HATSouth and KELT, so we are “ready to roll” 
with AST3 or CSTAR-II planet candidates.

• 10-20m/s precision for V<13 targets
R-M spin-orbit angle of 106˚ in WASP79
Addisson et al. 2013, ApJ

2m-class Transit photometry
Bayliss et al. 2013

6 Bayliss et al.
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Fig. 5.— Top panel: Radial velocity measurements for HATS-3
from CORALIE (dark filled circles), FEROS (open triangles) and
CYCLOPS (filled triangles) shown as a function of orbital phase,
together with our best-fit circular (solid line) and eccentric (dotted
line) models. Zero phase corresponds to the time of mid-transit.
The center-of-mass velocity has been subtracted. Second panel:
Velocity O!C residuals from the best fit circular model. The error
bars include a component from astrophysical/instrumental jitter
allowed to di!er for the three instruments.

a very useful instrument for multi-band, high precision301

follow-up light curves for HATSouth planet discover-302

ies (e.g. Penev et al. 2013; Mohler-Fischer et al. 2013).303

Again the telescope was slightly defocused, and the ex-304

posure time was set to305

TBD: LM: GROND exposure times306

XXXs in all bands, which resulted in an e!ective cadence307

of 129 s. The data were reduced in the standard manner,308

and aperture photometry was performed using daophot309

(Stetson 1987).310

On 2012 August 26 we monitored an entire transit of311

HATS-3b using GROND in four Sloan bands simultane-312

ously (g-, r-, i- and z-band). The light curves for each313

of the four bands are set out in Figure 6.314

3. ANALYSIS315

3.1. Properties of the host star HATS-3316

The stellar parameters of HATS-3, including Te!!,317

log g!, [Fe/H], and v sin i are derived from the high-318

resolution FEROS spectra. In a procedure similar to319

that presented in Mohler-Fischer et al. (2013), the thir-320

teen321

TBD: MM-F to confirm number322

spectra were analysed using the ’Spectroscopy Made323

Easy’ software package (SME; Valenti & Piskunov 1996).324

The stellar parameters we list are the mean of the values325

derived from each spectrum, weighted by the signal-to-326

noise of the spectrum. The uncertainties in the stellar327

parameters are derived from the distribution of these pa-328

rameters over the thirteen spectra.329

Following the method described in Sozzetti et al.330

(2007) and applied in Penev et al. (2013), we deter-331

mine fundamental stellar properties (mass, radius, age,332

and luminosity) based on the mean stellar density de-333

rived from the light curve fitting, the Te!! from the SME334

analysis, and the Yonsei-Yale (Y2; Yi et al. 2001) stel-335

lar evolution models. This analysis provides a value of336

log g!=4.23±0.01, which is more precise than can be ob-337
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Fig. 6.— Unbinned instrumental Sloan g-, r-, i- and z-band tran-
sit light curves of HATS-3. The dates and instruments used for each
event are indicated. The light curves have been detrended using
the EPD and TFA processes. Light curves are shifted for clarity.
Our best fit is shown by the solid lines. Residuals from the fits are
displayed at the bottom, in the same order as the top light curves.

tained via SME alone. We then fix this as the log g! for338

HATS-3 and repeat the SME analysis to determine the339

final stellar parameters listed in Table 6. The 1! and340

2! confidence ellipsoids in Te!! and log g! are plotted in341

Figure 7, along with the Y2 isochrones for the SME de-342

termined [Fe/H], and a range of stellar ages. We find that343

HATS-3 is an F dwarf host, the first for the HATSouth344

survey, with Te!!=6351± 76K.345

3.2. Excluding Blends346

To rule out the possibility that HATS-3 is a blended347

stellar binary system that mimics the observable proper-348

ties of a transiting planet system we conducted a blend349

analysis following the procedure described in Hartman350

et al. (2011). This procedure involves modelling the351

photometric light curves, photometry taken from public352

catalogs and calibrated to an absolute scale, and spec-353

troscopically determined stellar atmospheric parameters.354

We compare the fits from a model consisting of a single355

planet transiting a star, to models of blended stellar sys-356

tems with components having properties constrained by357

stellar evolution models.358

We find that the single-star plus transiting planet359

model fits the data better than any non-planetary blend360

scenario. As is typically the case, there are some sce-361

narios, in which the two brightest components in the362

blend are of similar mass, that we cannot rule out with363

greater than 5! confidence based on the photometry and364

atmospheric parameters. However, in all such cases there365

would be a secondary component in the blended object366

CYCLOPS2 High-res Spectroscopy



What we can do for you … soon
• Replacing UCLES with a $1.65m purpose-built Veloce 

Doppler spectrograph at AAT which will deliver higher 
stability and precision (late 2016)



What we can do for you … soon
• Provide a spectrum of every star brighter than 12th 

magnitude at 𝝳 < +30 from the FunnelWeb Survey 
(starting mid-2016 and running for 3 years)


